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A national online survey was completed by over 12,000 students in October 2017 to build on the data gathered through six years of previous research, funded by the Higher Education Academy. The research continues to track student experiences and expectations around teaching and learning for sustainability. This year, the research has been updated to include new areas of questioning on student experiences of learning about key topics encompassed by sustainability as well as understanding in better detail their experiences of accumulating skills that can contribute to sustainability. Students in further education are included in the research for the first time. This summary highlights the longitudinal trends from the historic research before considering new insight for both higher and further education respondents.

### Tracking longitudinal trends in higher education – 2010/11 to 2016/17

- As with the six previous years of research completed with HE students, there is **overwhelming agreement amongst 2016/17 respondents in HE that sustainable development is something that universities and colleges should actively incorporate and promote** with almost 9 out of 10 respondents (87%, n=10,315) saying they agree with this statement.

- In 2016/17, **58% agree that sustainable development is something they would like to learn more about** (n=4439). This broadly matches the historic data gathered since 2010, though is significantly lower than other years of research, peaking in 2010/11 and 2014/15 at 63%.

- 2016/17 respondents remain **significantly more likely to say they would accept a salary sacrifice of £1000 to work for a company with a strong environmental and social record** than respondents to the research from 2010/11 to 2014/15 (e.g. 74%, n=5388 respondents in 2015/16 compared with 69% (n=3728) respondents in 2014/15). It is however worth noting the difference in years of study included in the research at each round.

- A range of sustainability skills continue to be seen as important when entering employment. Whilst the skills researched since 2015/16 have been updated, **an understanding of the relationships between humans and nature continues to reflect both a lack coverage in teaching and receive low assessment of importance amongst HE respondents in comparison with other sustainability skills**. For example, 89% (n=9205) rank “communicating complex information clearly and effectively to different types of people” as important, whereas 55% (n=5685) rank “understanding how human activity is affecting nature” as important to their future employers.

---

1 Details of the previous research can be found at: https://sustainability.nus.org.uk/our-research/our-research/skills-and-sustainable-development
New insight further and higher education – 2015/16 and 2016/17

• Respondents were asked to identify which place of study has had the greatest influence on them. Both HE and FE respondents most frequently identify secondary education as the place of study which encouraged them to think and act the most to help the environment and other people in both years of the research (43%, n=484 FE respondents and 35%, n=3565 HE respondents). University is reported as being the strongest influence for around a quarter of HE respondents (26%, n=2646).

• Respondents were also asked to identify the place of study they perceive as taking the most action to reduce its negative impact on the environment and society. For HE respondents, this is their current place of study (31%, n=3179) however this is a significant decrease compared to 2015/16 responses (35%, n=2480). For HE respondents, secondary education is seen as the place of study which has acted to reduce its negative impact on the environment and society the most however again this is a decrease compared to 2015/16 responses (38%, n=446 2016/17 and 43%, n=429 2015/16).

• HE and FE respondents attribute most of their learning on sustainability related issues to their time in secondary school, when considering their time in formal education as a whole. For example, 72% (n=817) FE respondents say climate change was covered during their time in secondary school and 73% (n=7449) of HE respondents the topic was covered at this point.

• The most commonly reported impact of learning about sustainable development by respondents in HE and FE was a belief that they think and do things differently as a result. Respondents also felt that learning about these issues improved them as individuals, and were generally important life skills to have.

• Similar to students studying in HE, the majority of FE respondents also agree that sustainable development is something their college should actively incorporate and promote and this remains constant across the two years of research (80%, n=919).

• Almost three quarters of FE respondents (71%, n=811) also agree that all courses should actively incorporate and promote sustainable development and just over half say sustainable development is something they want to learn more about (55%, n=635).

• Three quarters of FE respondents say they would be willing to sacrifice £1000 from a starting salary to work for a company with a positive environmental and social record (73%, n=837) and over half say they would sacrifice £3000 from their starting salary to work in a company with these credentials (57%, n=655).

• Exposure to teaching on the the most overtly sustainability-focused skills is reported as lowest by FE respondents, for example 29% (n=310) say they have experienced teaching on ‘understanding how human activity is affecting nature’ and 30% (n=322) say they have experienced teaching on ‘looking at global problems from the perspective of people from around the world’. There are no significant changes across the two years of research.
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1. Introduction | Objective, methodology and survey details
This report presents research completed by NUS to investigate students' experiences of teaching and learning on sustainable development. The research aimed to assess:

- student attitudes to sustainable development issues;
- student definitions of sustainable development;
- student aspirations towards learning about sustainability and expectations of their place of study;
- student aspirations for sustainability in employment after their time in education.

The data presented in this report builds on the data gathered through six years of previous research and continues to track changes in demand amongst students across the UK. In 2016 the research was updated to include new areas of questioning on student experiences of learning about key topics encompassed by sustainability, as well as understanding in better detail their experiences of accumulating skills that can contribute to sustainability. This was repeated in 2017 and this report shows the results across the 2 surveys.

A national online survey was completed in October 2017 by students across the UK. Whilst in previous years the research has been focused on students in higher education, as in 2016 this year's survey was also distributed to students studying at further education institutions. Over 12000 respondents completed the survey in 2017, which was promoted on a national basis through NUS' Extra cardholders database and also through local promotions by universities, colleges and students' unions.

The survey was incentivised with a £1000 prize draw and was promoted as a 'skills survey', making no mention of sustainability, to avoid attracting only respondents with a prior interest in the subject. Additionally, the terms 'sustainability' and 'sustainable development' were not used until the final section of the survey to avoid influencing respondent understanding.

The survey results have been weighted according to gender to reflect available statistics for students in Higher Education available through the Higher Education Statistics Agency. This weighting has been applied to both Higher Education and Further Education respondents in the absence of available data for Further Education at a national level, to the level of detail required. A full breakdown of respondent characteristics can be found in section 2.

Throughout the report, where analysis has revealed statistically significant differences between groups of respondents, these have been outlined as per the example below.

Where significant differences exist between the two years of data, these are shown with the following symbol: \[ \]

Significant differences are reported at 99% confidence level unless specified otherwise.

### Example of differences by respondent characteristics

- Within HE, there were no significant differences in terms of preferences for learning about sustainability according to year of study.
- HE women respondents are more likely to report that offering placements or work experience, and running extra-curricular activities either by the students’ union or within departments is relevant compared to HE respondents who are men (e.g. 71%, n=2894 HE women say extra-curricular activities within their department is a relevant way to learn about sustainability compared to 66%, n=1961 men respondents).

### Acknowledgements

Thanks to the universities, colleges and students’ unions across the UK for their efforts in publicising the survey to their students.

And thanks also to the students who took part in the research, which helps to develop and improve the work of NUS in this area.
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This report presents the findings in the following areas:

- Expectations for teaching and learning for sustainability
- Experiences of teaching and learning for sustainability
- Sustainability skills beyond education

1. Previous research, funded by the Higher Education Academy, can be accessed at: [https://sustainability.nus.org.uk/our-research/our-research/skills-and-sustainable-development](https://sustainability.nus.org.uk/our-research/our-research/skills-and-sustainable-development)
**Sustainability skills**

To help assess respondent experiences of teaching and learning, the survey includes questions linked to a number of skills that can be associated with achievement of sustainable development. The skills include:

- Using resources efficiently to limit the impact on the environment and other people
- Looking at global problems from the perspective of people from around the world
- Planning for the long term, as well as the short term
- The causes of inequality in the world
- Understanding how to create change
- Understanding how human activity is affecting nature
- Considering ethical issues linked to your subject
- Solving problems by thinking about whole systems – including different connections and interactions
- Communicating complex information clearly and effectively to different types of people
- Looking at a problem using information from different subjects or disciplines
- Challenging the way we do things now (like business, politics, education)
2. The respondents
Respondent demographics

Level of study

- BA / BSc / BEd / Foundation Degree / HNC / HND / other equivalent Level 4 qualification
  - 2017: 84%
  - 2016: 83%

- MA / MRes / MSc / MEd / MPhil / MBA / PGCE / other postgraduate qualification
  - 2017: 16%
  - 2016: 17%

Year of study (Undergraduates)

- Undergraduate 1st Year
  - 2017: 44%
  - 2016: 44%

- Undergraduate 2nd Year
  - 2017: 25%
  - 2016: 29%

- Undergraduate 3rd Year
  - 2017: 25%
  - 2016: 22%

- Undergraduate 4th Year
  - 2017: 5%
  - 2016: 4%

- Undergraduate 5th or greater year
  - 2017: 1%
  - 2016: 1%

Gender

- Man
  - 2017: 43%
  - 2016: 41%

- Woman
  - 2017: 55%
  - 2016: 57%

- Rather not say
  - 2017: 1%
  - 2016: 1%

- In another way
  - 2017: 1%
  - 2016: 1%

Higher education

- I am a UK citizen studying in the UK
  - 2017: 82%
  - 2016: 78%

- I am an international student from outside the EU studying in the UK
  - 2017: 8%
  - 2016: 11%

- I am an international student from within the EU studying in the UK
  - 2017: 8%
  - 2016: 10%

- I would prefer not say
  - 2017: 1%
  - 2016: 2%
Respondent demographics

Level of study

- **A / AS-levels / NVQ 3 / BTEC National / Access course / equivalent Level 3 qualification**
  - 2017: 59%
  - 2016: 59%

- **Foundation / Level 1**
  - 2017: 22%
  - 2016: 22%

- **GCSEs / NVQ 2 / other equivalent Level 2 qualification**
  - 2017: 13%
  - 2016: 14%

- **Entry-level (e.g. Skills for Life or ESOL)**
  - 2017: 2%
  - 2016: 5%

Gender

- **Man**
  - 2017: 43%
  - 2016: 56%

- **Woman**
  - 2017: 53%
  - 2016: 41%

- **Rather not say**
  - 2017: 1%
  - 2016: 1%

- **In another way**
  - 2017: 1%
  - 2016: 1%

Nationality

- **I am a UK citizen studying in the UK**
  - 2017: 90%
  - 2016: 86%

- **I am an international student from within the EU studying in the UK**
  - 2017: 7%
  - 2016: 4%

- **I am an international student from outside the EU studying in the UK**
  - 2017: 5%
  - 2016: 5%

- **I would prefer not say**
  - 2017: 1%
  - 2016: 2%
3. Expectations for teaching and learning for sustainability
**Important factors influencing choice over place of study?**

Respondents were asked to identify how important a range of factors were to their decision on where to apply to study. Primary motivations for both FE and HE respondents include reputation of their course and institution, employment prospects on completion of their course and the teaching methods used. However, over a third (39%, n=4007) of HE respondents and 44% of FE (n=507) respondents were influenced by the action their place of study takes on environmental issues. Around 2 in 5 respondents report they are motivated by how seriously their university or college takes global development issues, (41% (n=4253) HE students and 44% (n=502) FE respondents) said this.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Further education</th>
<th>2017 (n=c1150)</th>
<th>2016 (n=c1000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The teaching methods</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment prospects after completing the course</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The reputation of the university / college</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reputation of the course</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The 'A' level or equivalent grades or points demanded</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The proximity of the university / college to home</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attractiveness of location</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The position of the university / college in league tables</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The position of the course in league tables</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How seriously the university / college takes environmental issues</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How seriously the university / college takes global development issues</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nightlife</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Higher education</th>
<th>2017 (n=c10300)</th>
<th>2016 (n=c7200)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employment prospects after completing the course</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reputation of the course</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The reputation of the university / college</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The teaching methods</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attractiveness of location</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The 'A' level or equivalent grades or points demanded</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The position of the course in league tables</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The position of the university / college in league tables</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The proximity of the university / college to home</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How seriously the university / college takes environmental issues</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How seriously the university / college takes global development issues</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nightlife</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Differences by respondent characteristics (2016/17)**

- **FE respondents** are more likely to report being motivated by how seriously their place of study takes environmental issues compared to HE respondents (44% (n=507) compared with 39% (n=4007) ranking as important).
- **HE respondents** are slightly more likely to report employment prospects as an important influence on their choice over where to study than FE respondents (87% (n=8978) compared with 84% (n=965)).
- **1st year undergraduates** in HE are more likely to say they were influenced by future employment prospects than undergraduate 4th years (88% (n=3315) compared with 83% (n=383)).
- **FE respondents** who are women are more likely to say the reputation of the college was an important influence on their choice than FE respondents who are men (88%, n=538 compared with 78%, n=405).
- **HE respondents** who are women are more likely to say they are influenced by teaching methods than male HE respondents (86%, n=4846 compared with 78%, n=3440).
- **Women HE respondents** are more likely to say they were influenced by the A level or equivalent grades demanded than HE respondents who are men (72%, n=5673 compared with 66%, n=4447).
- **International HE respondents** are most likely to say they chose their place of study based on the position of the institution in league tables (e.g. 76%, n=1301 compared with 65%, n=5509 UK HE respondents).
What influences choice of subject or course?

Respondents were asked the main reasons they chose the course they are currently studying. For both higher and further education respondents, the primary motivations are to gain qualifications (e.g. 55% FE respondents (n=661)) and to improve their chances of getting a job (e.g. 41% higher education respondents (n=4410)). A relatively lower number of respondents cite improving their ability to make a difference to other people or the environment as a main reason why they chose their course (e.g. 22% HE respondents (n=2317) say the main reason they chose their course was to improve their ability to make a difference to other people).

**Differences by respondent characteristics (2016/17)**

- FE respondents are more likely to report being motivated by the opportunity to gain qualifications than HE respondents (55% (n=661) compared with 45% (n=4846)).
- HE respondents are more likely to report being motivated by the opportunity to improve their ability to make a difference to other people than FE respondents (22% (n=2317) compared with 13% (n=156)).
- HE respondents are also more likely to report being motivated by the opportunity to improve their ability to make a difference to the environment (7% (n=748) compared with 5% of FE respondents (n=64)).
- FE respondents who are men are more likely to report being motivated by the opportunity to improve their earning potential than FE respondents who are women (25%, n=142 compared with 16%, n=100).
- Male FE respondents are also more motivated in choosing their course by improving their chances of getting a job than female FE students (44%, n=249 compared with 34%, n=210).
- HE respondents who are men are more likely to be taking their course to improve their earning potential than women HE respondents (26%, n=1252 compared with 20%, n=1139).
- Women HE respondents are more likely to say they're taking their course to improve their ability to make a difference to other people than HE respondents who are men (25%, n=1403 compared with 18%, n=865).

**Q. What were the main reasons for taking the course you're currently studying?**

Weighted base: (in brackets) Balance: No response
Do students expect universities / colleges to develop students’ sustainability skills as part of courses?

Overall, respondents in FE and HE agree that universities and colleges should be obliged to develop students’ social and environmental skills as part of the courses they offer. In both FE and HE, three quarters agree (e.g. 73% FE respondents (n=869) and 74% HE respondents (n=7909)).

Differences by respondent characteristics (2016/17)

- Within HE, international respondents who are from outside the EU are more likely to agree that universities and colleges should be obliged to develop student’s social and environmental skills than those from within the EU and from the UK (e.g. 82% (n=741) non-EU respondents agreed compared to 73% (n=2578) UK respondents).
- No significant differences were seen from responses from FE students.

Q. To what extent, if at all, do you agree that universities / colleges should be obliged to develop student’s social and environmental skills as part of their courses?

Relevance of sustainability being included in courses?

When asked to consider the relevance of different ways of including the skills and knowledge to help other people and the environment within their courses, respondents in FE and HE showed a preference for learning through placements or work experience (e.g. 81% of HE and 82% of FE respondents (n=8340 and n=844) respectively).

Building material into existing course content (74% HE (n=7608) and 67% (n=765) FE saw this method as relevant) and linking to coursework and dissertations (72% HE (n=7387) and 68% (n=784) FE) were also seen as relevant methods of including skills and knowledge for sustainability.

- Within HE, there were no significant differences in terms of preferences for learning about sustainability according to year of study.
- HE women respondents (85% (n=4778)) are more likely to report that offering placements or work experience is relevant compared to HE respondents who are men (77% (n=3661)). 74% of HE women (n=4155) say extra-curricular activities within their department is a relevant way to learn about sustainability compared to 66% (n=3120) men respondents.

Q: Imagine all university/college courses are required to include the skills and knowledge needed to help other people and the environment. What do you think the most relevant way of including the skills and knowledge needed to help other people and the environment within your own course would be?

Weighted base: 2017 in brackets Balance: No response
To what extent do students feel able to influence their curriculum?

Fewer FE respondents this year felt they were able to contribute to the development of the curriculum for their course (53% in 2017 (n=614)) compared to 60% in 2016 (n=625). There was little change in the proportion of HE respondents this year who said they felt able to influence their curriculum.

Q. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the statement “I am able to contribute to the development of the curriculum for my course”?

Weighted base: 2017 10306 HE respondents, 1158 FE respondents. Balance: No response
HE respondents were asked to consider what they hoped to get out of the opportunity to complete a dissertation.

For around two thirds of respondents (64%, n=6477) completing a dissertation is an opportunity to find out more about a topic they are interested in. Just over half see their dissertation as an opportunity to get a good mark (55%, n=5519) and to learn new skills (52%, n=5247), which will in turn help them to get a job when they graduate (48%, n=4799).

Two in five respondents see their dissertation as an opportunity to carry out research that will make a difference to people (38%, n=3855). 20% reported that their dissertation is an opportunity to carry out research that will make a difference to the environment (n=1309). 16% want to work with a particular academic.

Not applicable - I don’t have to do a dissertation

### Differences by respondent characteristics (2016/17)

- **3rd year undergraduates** are significantly less likely to see completing a dissertation as a way of helping them get a job when they graduate, compared to 1st and 2nd year undergraduates (e.g. 43% (n=949) 3rd years compared with 52% (n=1164) 2nd years and 49% (n=1911) 1st years.
- Compared to 1st year students 2nd and 3rd year undergraduates are more focused on their dissertation being a means to securing a good mark, 58% (n=1307) and 59% (n=1309) respectively, compared to 50% of 1st years selecting this option (n=1944).
- 1st yr students are more likely than 4th yrs to report seeing their dissertation as a means of helping other people (e.g. 37% (n=1455) 1st years want to use their research to help other people compared with 29% (n=134) 4th years).
Do students expect universities / colleges to take action on sustainability?

As with previous rounds of research completed with HE students, there is overwhelming agreement that sustainable development is something that universities and colleges should actively incorporate and promote with 87% (n=9205) saying they agree with this statement.

Three quarters (76%, n=8100) also agree that sustainability is something all courses should actively incorporate and promote, however just over half agree that course tutors should be required to incorporate sustainable development within their teaching (52%, n=5570).

Just under two thirds agree that sustainable development is something they would like to learn more about (60%, n=6375).

International respondents from outside of the EU are more likely to agree with all statements compared to UK respondents and international respondents from within the EU. EU international respondents are also more likely to agree with all statements compared to UK respondents.

For example, international respondents from outside the EU are more likely to agree that sustainable development is something universities and colleges should actively incorporate and promote (e.g. 86% (n=7563) UK respondents agree compared with 88% (n=799) non-EU international respondents).

UK respondents are less likely to agree that sustainable development is something they would like to learn more about, compared with international respondents both from within and beyond the EU (e.g. 58% (n=5069) UK respondents agree compared with 67% (n=572) EU respondents and 73% (n=664) non-EU respondents).

Women respondents are more likely than men to agree that they would like to learn more about sustainable development (at a 95% confidence level) with 63% (n=3562) agreeing compared with 57% (n=2698) men.

### Differences by respondent characteristics (2016/17)

- International respondents from outside of the EU are more likely to agree with all statements compared to UK respondents and international respondents from within the EU. EU international respondents are also more likely to agree with all statements compared to UK respondents.
- For example, international respondents from outside the EU are more likely to agree that sustainable development is something universities and colleges should actively incorporate and promote (e.g. 86% (n=7563) UK respondents agree compared with 88% (n=799) non-EU international respondents).
- UK respondents are less likely to agree that sustainable development is something they would like to learn more about, compared with international respondents both from within and beyond the EU (e.g. 58% (n=5069) UK respondents agree compared with 67% (n=572) EU respondents and 73% (n=664) non-EU respondents).
- Women respondents are more likely than men to agree that they would like to learn more about sustainable development (at a 95% confidence level) with 63% (n=3562) agreeing compared with 57% (n=2698) men.

Q: Taking a definition of sustainable development as: “Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”. To what extent, if at all, would you say that you personally agree with the following statements?

Weighted base: (In brackets). Balance: No response
What expectations do students have for their university?

As mentioned previously, almost 90% agree that sustainable development is something they think their university or college should actively incorporate and promote.

The chart below focuses specifically on 1st year student responses and shows a continuing demand for action on sustainable development by their institution throughout the seven years of research. However, there are small but significant variations in agreement, as identified for each research year below in the chart.

Respondent agreement that sustainable development is something that universities and colleges should actively incorporate and promote:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Agree (%)</th>
<th>Neither (%)</th>
<th>Disagree (%)</th>
<th>Don't know (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010/11 - 1st yrs (n=5649)</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011/12 - 1st yrs (n=1596)</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012/13 - 1st yrs (n=3967)</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013/14 - 1st yrs (n=3733)</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014/15 - 1st yrs (n=3648)</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015/16 - 1st yrs (n=2643)</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016/17 - 1st yrs (n=3763)</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q: Taking a definition of sustainable development as: “Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”. To what extent, if at all, would you say that you personally agree with the following statements?

Weighted base: In brackets. Balance: No response
Do students want to learn more about sustainability?

As mentioned previously, just under two thirds agree that sustainable development is something they would like to learn more about (60%, n=6375).

The chart below focuses specifically on 1st year student responses and shows a relatively consistent demand for learning about sustainable development throughout the seven years of research. However, there are small but significant variations in agreement that sustainable development is something that 1st year respondents want to learn more about, as identified for each research year below in the chart.

Respondent agreement that they would like to learn more about sustainable development is...

Q: Taking a definition of sustainable development as: “Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”. To what extent, if at all, would you say that you personally agree with the following statements?

Weighted base: In brackets. Balance: No response
Similar to students studying in HE, FE respondents also agree that sustainable development is something their college should actively incorporate and promote (80%, n=949).

Almost three quarters of FE respondents (71%, n=836) also agree that all courses should actively incorporate and promote sustainable development. Just over half agree that course tutors should be required to incorporate sustainability within their teaching (55%, n=651), this is a significant fall (at the 95% confidence level) over the 2016 survey (60%, n=1254).

Just over half of respondents say that sustainable development is something they would like to learn more about (55%, n=653). This is significantly lower than the proportion of HE respondents that say they would like to learn more about sustainability though may be reflective of the lower proportion of international respondents studying at FE level.

Q: Taking a definition of sustainable development as: “Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”. To what extent, if at all, would you say that you personally agree with the following statements

Weighted base: In brackets. Balance: No response

Differences by respondent characteristics (2016/17)

- Few significant differences can be seen between FE respondents of different characteristics.
- Women FE respondents are significantly more likely (at 95% confidence level) to say they would like to learn more about sustainable development than FE respondents who are men (60%, n=366 compared with 49%, n=272).
Why do students want to learn more about sustainable development?

Respondents were also asked to reflect on why they wanted to learn more about sustainable development. The first 350 completed responses from both HE and FE respondents were coded and show that the most common reason respondents reported was that they believe having an understanding of sustainability will be important for their own and their families future. In most cases, respondents expressed a general concern about the future of the planet, whereas some directly related it to their future careers. FE respondents reported a desire to better understand the issues around sustainable development, and HE respondents indicated that it is an important concept to be aware of and understand.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Further education</th>
<th>Higher education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It's useful / important for future</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To understand issues better</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>So I can take action in this area/make a difference</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It's important to know about</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>So I'm aware of my own / others impact on environment</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I don't know what it means</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It's useful / interesting in general</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“"It is important that we do all we can to sustain our environment and ensure the next generation have abundant resources”
Woman HE respondent, UK, 3rd year undergraduate

“'It’s the future priority of the world we live in.’“
Man HE respondent, UK, postgraduate

“By knowing about this subject, not only me but other students will consider how to work and consume products without putting on risk the environment and our future generation.”
Woman HE respondent, EU, 1st year undergraduate

“Because it is important for moving forward in the world. I would like to further my understanding.”
Woman HE respondent, UK, 2nd year undergraduate

“Because I don’t understand it as much as I’d like to”
Man FE respondent UK

“’It’s a unique opportunity to learn about how to make do with what we have for those that wish to follow our footsteps. It will also increase perception into world topics that we could make a difference for.’“
Woman FE respondent, Non EU

“With aspirations to study architecture I believe that it would be crucial for me to learn about sustainable development so it can be applied throughout my career.”
Man FE respondent, UK

Q: You said you would like to learn more about sustainable development. Please tell us why you would like to learn more.
What actions would students like to see their place of study take for sustainable development?

Respondents were also asked to consider more broadly what actions they would like to see their university or college take to improve its performance on sustainable development. The first 350 responses from FE and HE responses were coded and revealed that on the whole, respondents indicate uncertainty over specific actions they want to see their institutions take. In some cases this was attributed to a lack of knowledge on what is currently going on, asking for further communications in this area. Respondents in HE and FE in particular reported being keen to see sustainability incorporated further into both courses and wider life at college or university. HE respondents were clear that they wanted to see more activities and interventions which encourage people to take action. Respondents also highlighted a desire for institutions to reconsider how resources (including funding) were allocated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Further education</th>
<th>Higher education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not sure / Don’t know</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More awareness / information generally on sustainability and what the college / university is doing</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorporate it into the course/student life</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More activities and interventions which encourage people to be more environmentally friendly / take action</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes to how resources (including funding) are used and prioritised</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q: Do you have any suggestions on what actions you would like to see your university / college take to improve its performance on sustainable development?

“I feel that the university should use more technology such as solar panels, wind turbines to generate electricity so that it is better for the environment but also saving money at the same time.”

Woman UK HE 1st year undergraduate

“We need recycling bins. I know that's very basic but we just got new bins and they don't have a recycling compartment. Baby steps. That's all it takes, and we're not doing it. Also obviously perhaps a group/ organisation dedicated to sustainable development where likeminded people can go and discuss ideas.”

Man FE respondent, UK

“Guest lecturers and events to come and inspire students and show them why it's important such as recycling.”

Woman HE respondent, UK, 1st year undergraduate

“Maybe have a business tutor come in every other week for an hour to discuss this topic.”

Woman FE respondent, UK

“A compulsory module or at least topic within a module that links to the overall course.”

Man HE respondent, UK, 2nd year undergraduate

“Putting more funding into the ‘green team’.”

Woman UK HE 3rd year undergraduate

“Lectures on sustainable development, getting involved with businesses and showing how the uni is changing through sustainable development.”

Woman UK HE 2nd year undergraduate

“Just to embed it into everyday lessons like once a week.”

Man FE respondent, UK

“A(compulsory module or at least topic within a module that links to the overall course.”

Man HE respondent, UK, 2nd year undergraduate

“Creating Awareness among small children for practicing sustainable development as they are the future.”

Woman HE respondent, non EU, postgraduate

“I feel that the university should use more technology such as solar panels, wind turbines to generate electricity so that it is better for the environment but also saving money at the same time.”

Woman UK HE 1st year undergraduate

“We need recycling bins. I know that's very basic but we just got new bins and they don't have a recycling compartment. Baby steps. That's all it takes, and we're not doing it. Also obviously perhaps a group/ organisation dedicated to sustainable development where likeminded people can go and discuss ideas.”

Man FE respondent, UK

“Guest lecturers and events to come and inspire students and show them why it's important such as recycling.”

Woman HE respondent, UK, 1st year undergraduate

“Maybe have a business tutor come in every other week for an hour to discuss this topic.”

Woman FE respondent, UK

“A compulsory module or at least topic within a module that links to the overall course.”

Man HE respondent, UK, 2nd year undergraduate

“Putting more funding into the ‘green team’.”

Woman UK HE 3rd year undergraduate

“Lectures on sustainable development, getting involved with businesses and showing how the uni is changing through sustainable development.”

Woman UK HE 2nd year undergraduate

“Just to embed it into everyday lessons like once a week.”

Man FE respondent, UK

“A(compulsory module or at least topic within a module that links to the overall course.”

Man HE respondent, UK, 2nd year undergraduate

“Creating Awareness among small children for practicing sustainable development as they are the future.”

Woman HE respondent, non EU, postgraduate
4. Experiences of sustainability in education
When asked to define sustainable development in their own words, the word clouds below summarising the responses from FE and HE respondents, show a close similarity with the Brundtland definition. This matches the definitions offered by respondents studying in HE in previous years of research on this subject. Please note that respondents were not provided with a definition of sustainable development within the survey until after completing this question. Similarly, the term sustainable development is not used until this point.

Q. What do you understand the term ‘sustainable development’ to mean?
All respondents say their teaching covers a wide range of skills and knowledge associated with sustainability, though in most cases respondents are less likely to report their teaching has, so far, covered these skills and knowledge compared to 2015/16 respondents. Overall, respondents in HE are significantly more likely than FE respondents to report coverage of these issues, though there are some exceptions, for example ‘planning for the long term as well as short term’ and ‘understanding the causes of inequality’ show no difference between level of study.

Most commonly, HE and FE respondents report coverage of ‘considering the ethical issues linked to your subject’ (66%, (n=6554) HE respondents and 54% (n=585) FE respondents and being ‘able to plan for the long term as well as the short term’ (56% (n=5520) HE respondents and 54% (n= 579) FE respondents).

Q. Thinking of your time at university / college, have any of the following been covered in the teaching so far?

**Weighted base: In brackets Balance: No response**

- Considering ethical issues linked to your subject
- Planning for the long term, as well as the short term
- Communicating complex information clearly and effectively to different types of people
- Solving problems by thinking about whole systems – including different connections and interactions
- Looking at a problem using information from different subjects or disciplines
- Understanding how to create change
- Looking at global problems from the perspective of people from around the world
- The causes of inequality in the world
- Using resources efficiently to limit the impact on the environment and other people
- Understanding how human activity is affecting nature

**Differences by respondent characteristics (2016/17)**

- Across the range of skills, HE undergraduate 3rd years are significantly more likely to report coverage of the skills and knowledge for sustainability than HE undergraduate 1st years (e.g. 31% (n=1106) undergraduate 1st years say ‘looking at global problems from the perspective of people from around the world’ has been covered in their teaching so far, compared with 44% (n=918) undergraduate 3rd years.
- UK HE respondents are more likely than international respondents from within and beyond the EU to say their teaching has covered ‘communicating complex information clearly and effectively to different types of people’ (e.g. 68%, n=5480 compared with 62%, n=505 EU respondents and 60%, n=508 non-EU respondents).
- Within HE, women respondents are more likely to say their teaching has covered ‘considering ethical issues linked to their subject’ than men (71%, n=3915 compared to 60%, n=2523). They are also more likely to say ‘challenging the way we do things now’ has been covered (57%, n=3101 compared with 51%, n=2158).
- HE respondents who are men, are more likely to say their teaching has ‘used resources efficiently to limit the impact on the environment and other people’ than women HE respondents (33%, n=1403 compared with 28%, n=1560).
All respondents say their teaching covers a wide range of skills and knowledge associated with sustainability. Overall, respondents in HE are significantly more likely than FE respondents to report coverage of these issues, though there are some exceptions, for example 'planning for the long term as well as short term' and 'understanding the causes of inequality' show no difference between level of study.

Most commonly, HE and FE respondents report coverage of 'considering the ethical issues linked to your subject' (66%, (n=6554) HE respondents and 54% (n=585) FE respondents) and being 'able to plan for the long term, as well as the short term' (56% (n=5520) HE respondents and 54% (n=579) FE respondents).

Differences by respondent characteristics (2016/17)

- Within FE, women respondents are more likely to say their teaching has covered 'considering ethical issues linked to their subject' than men (59%, n=336 compared to 50%, n=242). They are also more likely to say 'challenging the way we do things now' has been covered 48%, n=271 compared with 44%, n=211).
- Similarly UK FE respondents are more likely to say their teaching has covered 'considering ethical issues' than non UK students (57%, n=540 compared with 42%, n=21 students from within the EU and 38% n= 21 students from outside the EU).
Respondents were also asked to reflect on their journey through education so far, and identify at which stage issues relating to sustainability have been covered by the teaching.

Higher education respondents report that most of the teaching they have received on sustainability issues occurred during secondary education, for example 73% (n=7449) of respondents say climate change was covered at this point. However, it is worth bearing in mind that two fifths of respondents are 1st year undergraduates and therefore will have been exposed to limited teaching at the time of research.

Issues which are reported as having the highest level of coverage during their time at university include accountability and ethics (47%, n=4685) and cultural diversity and equality (46%, n=4636).

Issues highlighted with a blue symbol show a significant reduction in respondents perceptions of coverage whilst they have been at university between 2015/16 and 2016/17.

There are significant differences according to year of study within the responses provided by HE respondents. For example, 1st year respondents are more likely to state that they experienced teaching on a number of sustainability issues at secondary level, compared with 3rd year respondents who are more likely to indicate coverage during university. For example, 51% (n=1946) 1st years say accountability and ethics was covered during secondary education compared with 40% (n=1181) 3rd years, whilst 34% (n=1269) 1st years say this issue has been covered during university compared with 55% (n=1181) 3rd years. Given the short time at university for 1st year respondents at the time of research this can be expected.

International respondents from outside the EU are less likely to report coverage of these issue prior to university education compared to UK respondents (e.g. 25% (n=224) non-EU respondents say corporate social responsibility/business ethics was covered during secondary education compared with 30% (n=2598) UK respondents).
Respondents who were identified as studying at further education level also attributed most of their learning on sustainability related issues to their time in secondary school, when considering their educational career as a whole. For example, 72% (n=843) say climate change was covered during their time in secondary school, and 71% (n=832) said issues related to waste, water and energy were also covered at this level of education.

In general, between a quarter and 4 in 10 respondents say sustainability related issues have been covered by the teaching during their time in college. For example, 45% (n=529) say cultural diversity and equality has been covered, and 23% (n=263) say ecosystems and ecological principles have been covered.

### Differences by respondent characteristics (2016/17)

- In some instances, women FE respondents are more likely to state that sustainability issues have been covered during college, whereas FE respondents who are men are more likely to report coverage during secondary education, for example 40% (n=219) FE respondents who are men say corporate social responsibility/business ethics was covered in secondary education, whereas 31% (n=184) women respondents say this was covered. For the same issue, 35% (n=192) FE men respondents say their teaching at college has covered social justice, whereas 29% (n=172) women FE respondents say they have learnt about the issue at this level of education.

---

### What teaching and learning on sustainability have students experienced through their time in education so far?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Primary education</th>
<th>Secondary education</th>
<th>College</th>
<th>University</th>
<th>I've not learnt this yet</th>
<th>Don't know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cultural diversity and equality</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health and wellbeing</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human rights</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountability and ethics</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship and democracy</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate social responsibility / business ethics</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumerism, global and ethical trade</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social justice</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological diversity and nature</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate change</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste, water, energy</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecosystems and ecological principles</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural and urban development</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Q. Thinking of your time in education so far, which of the following issues been covered in the teaching and where were you studying when this happened?**

*Weighted base: In brackets. Balance: No response*
Overall, respondents have a positive view of their institutions and students’ unions in terms of the action they take to reduce negative impacts on the environment and society.

Almost three quarters of HE respondents (72%, n=7409) agree that their university is taking action in this area, however around 2 in 3 FE respondents share this belief (63%, n=723).

Differences by respondent characteristics (2016/17)

- No significant differences are reported between respondents with varying characteristics in terms of agreement or disagreement that their university or college is taking action to address its impact on the environment or society.
What impression do students have of their place of study in terms of action for sustainability?

Overall, respondents have a positive view of their institutions and students’ unions in terms of the action they take to reduce negative impacts on the environment and society.

Around two thirds of respondents in HE see their students’ union taking action to address its negative impact on the environment and society (64%, n= 6566). However, less than half (47%) of FE respondents believe this to be the case (n=538). This is a statistically significant decline from 2016.

Differences by respondent characteristics (2016/17)

- No significant differences are reported between respondents with varying characteristics in terms of agreement or disagreement that their students’ union is taking action to address its impact on the environment or society.

Q. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Weighted Base: In brackets. Balance: No response
What impact is students’ current place of study having on their attitudes and behaviours for sustainability?

Respondents were asked to reflect on the impact their current place of study has had on their personal attitudes and actions to help the environment and other people. Just over half of respondents in FE (52%, n=595) and HE (58%, n=5975) agree that being a student at their university or college encourages them to think and act to help the environment and other people.

### Differences by respondent characteristics (2016/17)

- HE international respondents from within and beyond the EU are significantly more likely to report being encouraged to think and act to help the environment and other people as a result of being a student at their university (e.g. 69% (n=607) non-EU international respondents agree compared with 60% (n=501) respondents from the EU and 56% (n=4798) UK respondents. A similar trend was seen for FE respondents.
Respondents were also asked to reflect on their experiences in education so far and identify which place of study has had the greatest influence on them in terms of encouraging them to act to help the environment and other people.

Both HE and FE respondents most frequently identify secondary education as the place of study which encouraged them to act the most (43%, n=440 FE respondents and 35%, n=3565 HE respondents).

University is reported as being the strongest influence for a quarter of HE respondents (26%, n=2646).

Differences by respondent characteristics (2016/17)

- Within HE, there are significant differences in assessment of which place of study has encouraged them the most to think and act to help the environment and other people, with 3rd year undergraduates most likely to report that their university encouraged them the most compared to respondents in earlier years of study (e.g. 31% (n=691) 3rd years compared with 18% (n=653) 1st years).
- 1st year undergraduates are more likely to select both secondary and college education compared to 3rd year undergraduates (e.g. 23% (n=817) 1st years selected college education as taking most action whereas 14% (n=347) of 3rd years selected this option).
Respondents were asked to reflect on their experiences in education so far and identify which place of study took the most action to reduce its negative impact on the environment and society.

Despite a significant decline since 2016 HE respondents are most likely to state that their current place of study, university, is taking the most action in comparison to previous places of study (31%, n=3214).

FE respondents identify secondary education as the place of study which has acted to reduce its negative impact the most (38%, n=446).

Within HE, there are significant differences in assessment of the action taken by places they have studied according to year of study, with 3rd year undergraduates most likely to report that their university has acted most to address negative impacts on the environment and society (e.g. 37% (n=823) 3rd years compared with 22% (n=805) 1st years).

1st year undergraduates are more likely to select both primary education 10% (n=214) 3rd years selected primary education as taking most action. 35% (n=1333) 1st years and 27% (n=606) 3rd years selected secondary education.

International respondents are more likely to report their college took the most action compared with UK respondents, and UK respondents are more likely to report their secondary school as taking the most action however this is potentially a result of the varying terminology used to describe stages of education in different countries.

Within FE, there are no significant differences in assessment of the action taken by places they have studied according to gender or nationality of student.
What impact has learning about sustainability issues had?

Respondents were also asked to reflect on how learning about sustainability issues has impacted them personally, in terms of their day to day lifestyle, but also considering their values and aims for future careers. The first 350 responses were coded and revealed that for both FE and HE respondents, learning about sustainability issues has encouraged them to think about things or do things differently and has improved them as people. Respondents also noted that learning about these issues has helped improve their knowledge and understanding, which has the potential to improve their career opportunities in the future. A number of respondents didn’t feel that learning had impacted them at all, however others identified that most of their learning on the issues covered by the survey had come through general life experience rather than through formal education.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Further education</th>
<th>Higher education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Think about things/do things differently now</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helped develop my career/improve my knowledge/understanding</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved me/life skills generally</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None/No impact</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not sure/Don't know</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q: What impact, if any, has learning about any of the issues in the previous question had on you personally? Please write your answer in the box below, thinking about how learning affected your day to day lifestyle as well as bigger changes such as your values and your aims for your future career.
5. Sustainability skills beyond education
How important are sustainability skills to future employers?

HE respondents were asked to consider how important sustainability related skills and knowledge are to their future employers. The most important skills are perceived as being the ability to communicate complex information clearly and effectively to different types of people (89% HE respondents (n=9205)) and the ability to plan for the long term, as well as the short term (88% HE respondents (n=9101)). As with FE respondents, those in HE are also least likely to rate having an understanding of how human activity is affecting nature as being important for future employers (55% HE respondents (n=5685)). Respondents in 2016/17 are significantly less likely to see a number of skills as important compared to respondents in 2015/16, as identified by the blue symbol.

- Communicating complex information clearly and effectively to different types of people (n=10322)
- Planning for the long term, as well as the short term (n=10310)
- Solving problems by thinking about whole systems – including different connections and interactions (n=10318)
- Looking at a problem using information from different subjects or disciplines (n=10305)
- Understanding how to create change (n=10302)

Considering ethical issues linked to your subject (N=10304)
- Challenging the way we do things now (like business, politics, education) work now (n=10319)
- Using resources efficiently to limit the impact on the environment and other people (n=10306)
- Looking at global problems from the perspective of people from around the world (n=10300)
- The causes of inequality in the world (n=10307)
- Understanding how human activity is affecting nature (n=10276)

**Differences by respondent characteristics (2016/17)**

- International HE respondents from beyond the EU are more likely to think understanding how human activity is affecting nature will be important to their future employers than EU and UK respondents (64% (n=556) compared with 54% (n=556) and 55% (n=4632) respectively.
- Women HE respondents are more likely than men to think planning for the long term as well as the short term will be important to their future employers (91% (n=5151) compared with 86% (n=3785)).
- 3rd year HE respondents are more likely than 1st year respondents to identify communicating complex information clearly and effectively to different groups of people as important to future employers (91% (n=1954) compared with 88% (n=3320)).

Q: How important do you think the following skills and knowledge are to your future employers?

Weighted base: 2017 In brackets Balance: No response
How important are sustainability skills to future employers?

FE respondents were also asked to consider how important sustainability related skills and knowledge are to their future employers. The most important skills are perceived as being able to plan for the long term, as well as the short term (85% (n=981) FE respondents and the ability to communicate complex information clearly and effectively to different types of people (84% FE respondents (n=962)). FE respondents are least likely to rate having an understanding of how human activity is affecting nature as being important for future employers (56% FE respondents (n=648) rate this as important).

• FE women respondents are significantly more likely to see understanding the causes of inequality in the world as important to their future employers than FE respondents who are men (69% (n=424) compared with 52% (n=273)).
• Similarly, FE women respondents are more likely to see considering ethical issues associated with their subject as important to their future employers than FE respondents who are men (80% (n=487) compared with 68% (n=355)).
• Finally, FE women respondents are more likely to see understanding how to create change as important to their future employers than FE respondents who are men (84% (n=509) compared with 71% (n=371)).

Differences by respondent characteristics (2016/17)

Q: How important do you think the following skills and knowledge are to your future employers?
Weighted base: 2017 In brackets Balance: No response
What factors are important when considering what jobs to apply for?

Respondents to the survey reported that a good starting salary (82% HE respondents (n=8422)) and opportunities to progress quickly (80% HE respondents (n=8128)) are important factors when considering what jobs to apply for.

Two thirds of respondents in HE reported that the chance to work in a business or organisation that makes a difference to social and environmental issues would be an important factor to consider when applying for jobs (68% (n=6916)). A similar proportion also reported that whether the role contributes to development in the local community would be an important consideration (65% HE respondents (n=6702)).

Differences by respondent characteristics (2016/17)

- Women HE respondents are significantly more likely to say that working in a role that contributes to development within the local community is important when considering which jobs to apply for than HE respondents who are men (72% (n=4046) compared with 57% (n=2535)).
- International respondents from outside the EU are also more likely to say a job that contributes to development within the local community is important compared to UK and EU respondents (76% (n=666) compared with 64% (n=5466) and 60% (n=494) respectively).
- International non-EU respondents are most likely to report whether the role contributes to helping the environment as an important factor compared with UK and EU respondents (65% (n=566) compared with 49% (n=4176) and 57% (n=468) respectively).

Q: Thinking about your future employer, how important, if at all, do you think the following factors will be when considering which jobs to apply for?

What factors are important when considering what jobs to apply for?

FE respondents to the survey reported that a good starting salary (80% (n=919)) and opportunities to progress quickly (80% (n=914)) are important factors when considering what jobs to apply for.

Over two thirds of respondents in FE also reported that a job that matches the skills they have, without additional training, would be an important factor to consider when applying for jobs (68% (n=777)). Compared to 2016 significantly fewer (65%) reported that whether the role contributes to development in the local community would be an important consideration (n=738).

Further education

### Differences by respondent characteristics (2016/17)

- Women FE respondents are significantly more likely to say the chance of working in an organisation that makes a difference to social and environmental issues is important when considering which jobs to apply for than FE respondents who are men (68% (n=413) compared with 57% (n=297)).
- International respondents from outside the EU are more likely to say a job that matches their current skills without additional training is important compared to UK and EU respondents (82% (n=45) compared with 67% (n=689) and 68% (n=35) respectively).
- International non-EU respondents are most likely to report whether the role contributes to development within the local community as an important factor compared with UK and EU respondents (88% (n=49) compared with 63% (n=648) and 62% (n=31) respectively).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Opportunities to progress quickly</strong></td>
<td><strong>Opportunities to progress quickly</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Important</td>
<td>Neither</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **A good starting salary** | **A good starting salary** |
| Important | Neither | Unimportant | Important | Neither | Unimportant |
| 82% | 12% | 5% | 80% | 13% | 7% |

| **A job that matches the skills I have, without additional training** | **A job that matches the skills I have, without additional training** |
| Important | Neither | Unimportant | Important | Neither | Unimportant |
| 72% | 17% | 9% | 68% | 17% | 13% |

| **A role that contributes to development within the local community** | **A role that contributes to development within the local community** |
| Important | Neither | Unimportant | Important | Neither | Unimportant |
| 70% | 21% | 9% | 65% | 23% | 9% |

| **A chance to work in a business / organisation that makes a difference to social and environmental issues** | **A chance to work in a business / organisation that makes a difference to social and environmental issues** |
| Important | Neither | Unimportant | Important | Neither | Unimportant |
| 68% | 18% | 9% | 63% | 18% | 13% |

| **A role that contributes to helping the environment** | **A role that contributes to helping the environment** |
| Important | Neither | Unimportant | Important | Neither | Unimportant |
| 58% | 27% | 13% | 54% | 28% | 14% |

Q: Thinking about your future employer, how important, if at all, do you think the following factors will be when considering which jobs to apply for?

Weighted base: 2016 FE c.1018 / 2017 FE c.1140. Balance: No response
What desire do students have to work for employers with positive social and environmental credentials?

Three quarters of HE respondents completing the survey in 2016/17 say they would opt for a reduction in starting salary of £1000 in order to work for a company with a strong social and environmental record (74%, n=7623), mirroring the results reported by respondents in 2015/16. When asked to consider a salary sacrifice of £3000 from an average starting salary, half of HE respondents (51%, n= 5216) in 2016/17 indicated they would be willing to make this sacrifice for a position in a company with a strong environmental and social record. Again this mirrors the results seen in 2015/16.

• Women respondents are more likely to say they would be willing to accept a salary sacrifice of £1000 to work for a company with a strong environmental and social record (78% (n=4462) compared with 68% (n=3009)).
• International respondents from outside the UK are more likely than UK respondents to accept the salary sacrifice (79% (n=692) compared with 73% (n=6213)).

Q: Assuming all other factors are equal, please select which option you think that you would choose.

Weighted base: In brackets. Balance: No response

Differences by respondent characteristics (2016/17)

• As seen at the £1000 salary sacrifice level, women respondents are more likely to say they would make a sacrifice of £3000 from their starting salary to work for a company with a strong environmental and social record (55% (n=3125) compared with 44% (n=1970)).
• International respondents beyond the EU, are more likely to say they would make the salary sacrifice of £3000 for such a role (63% (n=549)) compared to EU respondents (55% (n=455)) and UK respondents (49% (n=4145)).
What desire do students have to work for employers with positive social and environmental credentials?

Around half of HE respondents report that they would be willing to make a sacrifice of £3000 from their starting salary in a specific role that contributes to positive environmental and social change (53%, n=5351).

• HE respondents who are men are less likely than women respondents to say they would be willing to make a salary sacrifice of £3000 to work in a specific role that contributes to positive environmental and social change (44%, (n=1939) compared with 59% (n=3298)).
• International respondents from beyond the EU are more likely than UK respondents to accept this sacrifice (60% (n=526) compared with 51% (n=4312)).

### Differences by respondent characteristics (2016/17)

- HE respondents who are men are less likely than women respondents to say they would be willing to make a salary sacrifice of £3000 to work in a specific role that contributes to positive environmental and social change (44%, (n=1939) compared with 59% (n=3298)).
- International respondents from beyond the EU are more likely than UK respondents to accept this sacrifice (60% (n=526) compared with 51% (n=4312)).

Q: Assuming all other factors are equal, please select which option you think that you would choose.

Weighted base: In brackets next to each question. Balance: No response
What desire do students have to work for employers with positive social and environmental credentials?

Three quarters of FE respondents say they would be willing to sacrifice £1000 from a starting salary to work for a company with a positive environmental and social record (73%, n=837). This is slightly lower than the proportion in the previous survey (76%, n=783) but the difference is not statistically significant. Over half of FE respondents say they would be willing to sacrifice £3000 from a starting salary to work for a company with a strong environmental and social record (57%, n=655). This is slightly lower than the proportion saying this in 2015/2016 (59%, n=620), but again this difference is not statistically significant.

- FE women respondents are more likely than men to accept a salary sacrifice (79%, n=479) compared to men (66%, n=345).
- There are no differences by nationality of FE student.

Differences by respondent characteristics (2016/17)

- Again, women FE respondents are more likely than men to accept a salary sacrifice (64%, n=387) compared to 50% men (n=261).

Q: Assuming all other factors are equal, please select which option you think that you would choose.

Weighted base: In brackets next to each question. Balance: No response
What desire do students have to work for employers with positive social and environmental credentials?

A slightly lower proportion of FE respondents in 2016/17 say they would be willing to sacrifice £3000 from a starting salary to work in a specific role that contributes to positive environmental and social change (56%, n=634) compared to 59% in 2015/2016 (n=616).

• Once again, women FE respondents are more likely than men to accept a salary sacrifice (63%, n=380) compared to 47% men (n=242).

Q: Assuming all other factors are equal, please select which option you think that you would choose.

Weighted base: In brackets next to each question. Balance: No response
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